
Follow the pass is a continuous �ow drill where 3 players ( X1,2,3) are
all set on the dots
X passes to player X1 and skates to the dot turning around waiting for
the next pass to come from the next in line
X1 passes to X2 and skates to X2's dot
X2 passes to X3 and skates to X3's dot
X3 receives pass and skates in to take a shot and skates along the
boards to get back in line

Key Points
Make sure the players pivot half way, skating backwards to recieve the
upcoming pass from the previous dot
May need to reset if the players get scrammbled or passes get messy,
should be continuous though.
Switch Goalies every 3-5 shots an switch sides halfway through the drill

Puck carry from the start of the drill where player cuts around the �rst
two pylons ( green skate line)
Starts a �gure 8 with the second and third pylons (red to black skate
lines)
And "walks up the halfwall" to the top of the circle to take a shot from
the hash marks.
Second player leaves when �rst crosses in front at the top of the circle.

Key Points
Switch sides half way through @ the 6-7 min mark

Defensemen will start at the outside hashmarks without the puck and
do a typical D manoever by skating up to the pylon pivoting and
backwards skating to the corner, then turning forward to pick up a pre-
placed puck. (1, 2)
The D will then skate with the puck doing an evade manoever around
the pylon that is behind the net, coming out the same side and giving an
breakout pass to the next D2 in line on the wall (3).
The D will then skate out and curl around the high pylon to receive a
return pass from the D2 and go in and take a shot on the goalie

Key Points
Demonstrate and correct patterns as the D are being evaluated on their
D skating Agility.
Coach stays in center and places the puck for the next D in line 
Please switch ends half way through the alloted time so that the
opposite turn can be observed by the evaluators

U13/15 Free Skate Plan Session #3

Follow the dot Pass 8 mins

Figure 8 + Half Wall Walk off Eval Drill #3 12 mins

D Escape Move Pass and Shoot Drill #3 12 mins

For the above 2 drills, please run one at each end of the ice, separating the D's from the F's....these are
eval drills for the players to get used to 0 mins



3 behind net with pucks

2 offensive players and 2 defensive plays in front of net

3 can’t come in front of goal line,  1 & 2 can’t go higher

or wider than the dots in the circles

Player behind net gets 3 passes out front to try and score. After

3 passes are made, exchange players

Key Points

Offence get open, keep stick free

Defence tie up stick, stay on defensive side

Compete, �ght for space

A 4 shot drill where player enters the center to pick up a puck.
They will skate backwards between the 2 hashmark pylons and
transition to one side to take shot #1
Then will head back between the 2 high pylons to pick up theri second
puck, pulling it backwards and around the other side.
This will repeat 2 more times for a 4 shot total

Key Points
Usually we set up the 4 pucks for each skater in front of the goalie pylon
that they are to grab vs a large pile.
Speed and release around the pylons are being evaluated
Please switch ends after 6-7 min so that evaluators get views of each
player

Continuous game where the puck comes out of the offense side ( coach
pass ) Eg. X side
3 vs 3 quick Games
If puck is turned over, then just like a regular game, you head down and
shoot on the other goalie.
If you miss the net / score or the goalie traps it, the Defensive team
leaves the ice and a new 3 come on with a coach pass to become the 3
new players making up the offensive team.
The players that had just taken the shot/ missed the net / scored skate
back and become the Defensive team.
 

Key Points
Teaches the players to keep the active play in the neutral zone as if the
puck goes past the net, they automatically become the D players.
Your shifts can be very short if you are always on the D side of the game
Obviously passing and puck control are encouraged.
 

Small Area Game - Net Front 2 on 2 10 mins

F

F F F

4 Shots of Agility please Eval Drill #4 10 mins

In Close 3 v 3 (or 2v2) 20 mins


